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Universal Dance Creations. 
always your first call for dancers, dance shows, and corporate events
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Dance Classes Harrogate

UDC is starting street dance classes in Harrogate on September 7th. Both the adults and childrens classes are for beginners >

Sony European Conference

UDC provided Sony with an 8 dancers to perform a cowgirl show, award's ceremony and train 400 delegates in a team building tap dance workshop a performance. Barcelona, Spain >[image: News letter]

Subscribe to our News Letter for regular updates and useful information
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Street dancers. Rank Leisure Casino opening Manchester
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From street dancers, to theatre dancers
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Can Can Workshops win award for second year running
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Professional Dancers for shows and Corporate events


Universal Dance Creations (UDC), provides professional dancers, bespoke or package dance productions for corporate events, shows and entertainment.

Our dance company is creative, innovative and highly versatile. We can take any brief, concept or theme and produce a dramatic bespoke dance show that will bring any event to life.

These same high standards are also applied to our package dance shows, such as Moulin Rouge, James Bond, Showgirls and Cabaret.

Our creativity has attracted some of the most talented professional dancers in the UK to our dance company – people who have worked in the West End, Las Vegas and for international ballet companies.
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The best in dance entertainment

All our dancers go through a rigorous audition process and are reviewed every six months to keep their place on our books.

We have an intensive training schedule which incorporates dance technique, yoga, capoeira, martial arts and meditation chemical.

We believe that only by working closely together as a team that we can create a truly cohesive bond that is reflected in the final performance.
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Award winning work
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Our dedication, professionalism and commitment are plain to see in every aspect of our work: from the initial enquiry to the final curtain call.

Whether it's a Street Dancer booking for a TV show, or full production show with dancers, singers, compere, original choreography, costume design and music composition – you really need look no further than UDC.

No wonder we have been picking up a clutch of Dance Awards and a growing list of satisfied clients.

Dance themes:

Parisian Showgirls, James Bond, Cotton Club, Seventies Disco, Latin Samba, Masquerade, French theme, Las Vegas, Rio Carnival, Wild West, Blues Brothers, Chicago, African, Burlesque, Austin Powers, Space Aliens, Hollywood, Grease, 50's, Charlie's Angels, Kill Bill, Bugsy Malone, Masked Ball, Mission Impossible, Glam Rock, Caribbean, Vampires, Halloween, Heaven & Hell.

Dance styles:

Musical theatre, samba dancers, show girls, street dancers, breakdancers, rock & roll, cabaret, contemporary, classical ballet, hip hop, jazz, tap, swing, jive, flamenco, Brazilian, latin, tango, african, bollywood, club dancers, cheer leaders, ballroom, belly dancers, capoeira, carnival dancers.

Other services:

We also have a wide range of services associated with dance, to complete your corporate event: greeters, stilt walkers, living statues, models, fire breathers, aerialists, fake paparazzi, comperes, script writers, composers, singers, actors, promotional work.

Our street theatre services are constantly expanding, for the latest information please visit our News page.

For bookings or enquiries call 07961 579482

Whatever your requirements for engagements and events of all sizes, please don't hesitate to contact us for ideas, advice or a quote.
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